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Prolonged heavy rainfall led to the worst flood disaster in decades. The German states RhinelandPalatinate and North Rhine-Westphalia were particularly affected. In a very short time, 200 litres
of precipitation per square metre fell in some areas – with dramatic consequences.

FLOODS IN
GERMANY

Container donations for water supply: SCHÜTZ
is helping quickly and unbureaucratically

Water masses surged through towns and villages, flooding houses, uprooting trees and sweeping away vehicles.
Rivers burst their banks, roads were washed out, bridges
damaged and thus impassable. Some communities are
completely cut off from the outside world. Destruction of power lines and water pipes by the floods have

resulted in power outages and a shortage of drinking
water. Fast on-site help is needed!
SCHÜTZ is supporting the THW (Federal Agency for
Technical Relief), fire departments and the German
Army with FOODCERT IBCs for the supply and treatment
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of drinking water. We are cooperating closely with aid Various organisations have been quick to launch further
organizations. Among other things, our containers are relief efforts. Numerous material donations and relief
in use at the Nürburgring
supplies are received by
SCHÜTZ is supporting the THW (Federal
THW crisis centre. For a
the hard-hit regions of
Agency for Technical Relief), fire departments
few days now, Germany’s and the German Army with FOODCERT IBCs for the Eifel and Ahr valley.
oldest race track has no
the supply and treatment of drinking water.
longer been a venue for
motor sports, but a relief and crisis centre for the victims
of the flood disaster.
We wish those affected all the best for the reconstruction
and hopefully a speedy return to normality!
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